Restaurants DELFT

Project “Being independent in Delft”
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Billy Beer
Tapas & Mezzes
La Cubatina
Bistro Yesterday
When you come from abroad, the first days you are lost in the city, you do not probably know where are the groceries, etc. Consequently, your fridge is empty and you have to look for food. It is not easy to find restaurants that are cheap and also where the food is delicious, when you do not know the city.

That is why we give you some tips about good restaurants in Delft…

### Restaurants

**Billy Beer**
Beestenmarkt 26, 2611 GC Delft
Tel: 015 212 6390
beren.nl

**Tapas & Mezzes**
Vrouwjuttenland 14, 2611 LC Delft
Tel: 015 212 4819,
tapasenmezzes.nl

**Subway Delft**
Markt 57, 2611 GS Delft
Tel: 015 213 9402,
subway.nl

**La cubatina**
Beestenmarkt 45a, 2611 GA Delft,
Tel: 015 214 3222
lacubanita.nl

**Café Restaurant de V**
Voorstraat 9, 2611 JJ Delft,
Tel: 015 - 214 09 16,
info@cafe-de-v.nl

**Café de Wijnhaven B.V.,**
Wijnhaven 22, 2611 CS Delft,
Tel: 015 214 1460,
wijnhaven.nl

**De Ruif**
Kerkstraat 22-23-24, 2611 GX Delft,
Tel: 015 214 2206,
ruif.nl

**Bistro Yesterday**
Voorstraat 85, 2611 JM Delft,
Tel: 015 212 1164,
borsalino.nl

---

**Billy Beer**

"Great place in Delft. Good music, excellent food, a nice place to eat and talk with your friends!"

"Nice service, nice food (a lot of meat)."

**Tapas & Mezzes**

"We went there yesterday evening. The attendance was perfect as the food. We really enjoyed it. We could go there every week.

"Nice service, nice food (a lot of meat)."

**De Ruif**

"If you wanna have a good time, meet lots of new people, this is the place to be. And don’t miss the international nights on Wednesdays!"

"It is a pleasant place where you can have good time with your friends while eating and drinking. This is not too expensive and the food is delicious. Nice service."